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Woe unto us.
That’s what we
warned last week if
the G20 failed to
come through and
that’s exactly what did
(or did not) happen
this week as our Global leaders failed to
come up with a concrete solution to the
ongoing crisis.
Not surprisingly,
after a very brief run
up Monday and Tuesday, things quickly
turned sour again and the markets dove 3% in two
days before recovering somewhat on Friday as the
leaders of the euro zone’s four largest economies
vowed to defend the common currency with all
means necessary, trying to reassure jittery financial markets before yet another summit meeting of
the European Union next week in Brussels. But
clear disagreements remained on what those
mechanisms ought to be.
The uncertainty had Phil asking on Wednesday “Dude, where’s my bailout” and, in the morning post, he warned:
If Bernanke does not come up with $500Bn
of new cash TODAY – then our thesis is
wrong – and we need to GET OUT!

Note the link goes to a clip of Eddie Murphy

talking about how
white people in
horror movies are
too dumb to just get
out of the house
when they hear a
ghost. At 9:37, just
minutes after the
markets
opened,
Phil reiterated his
warning in the
morning Alert and
considered the message
important
enough to tweet and
put on Facebook:
I don't know if you guys usually click on
my little links but this one was the most
important of the day – Don't be white people – GET OUT!!!!
We are killing all directional (unhedged)
long positions in all of our portfolios –
cash, Cash CASH. That goes for the Income Portfolio as well. We DID NOT get
firm action from the G20 – if we don't get
it from the Fed or, if it's not enough – we
are very likely to collapse… so CASH!!!
The timing of that call was perfect and there
were many happy Members who had a nice, relaxing end of the week, watching the market melt
away and waiting for the next opportunity to deploy the now-saved cash.

In our May 26th issue of Stock World Weekly,
we featured Phil’s May 22nd appearance on BNN
and he was back on the show Tuesday afternoon
where they discussed the results.
As you can see from the screen shot, the straight
stock picks had a a great month but the option trades
Phil discussed put up some incredible numbers:
 BBY Jan $18/21 bull call spread at $1.25, selling Jan $14 puts for $1.10 for net .15 on the
spread. The spread hit $1.65 on Tuesday with
the short puts are .80 for net .85 – up 500%
 XLF Jan $13/14 bull call spread at .59, selling Jan $12 puts for 0.75 for a .16 credit, was net .21 on
Tuesday for a gain of .38, up 220%
 CHK 2014 $5 puts sold for $1.25, now .70 are up 44%
Even long-term options allow you to gain some tremendous leverage when you want to play a stock.

Monday Market Outlook – Still Flirtin’ With Disaster
Monday was a busy day as the effects, or lack thereof, of
elections this weekend were realized globally. The victory for
the pro-bailout New Democracy party in Greece means that
the country will stick to the austerity terms of its $300 billion
bailout and not face an imminent exit from the euro. While
this should have spurred optimism in traders, U.S. stocks saw
little change, and borrowing costs for Spain continued to rise
to alarming levels. “Even though we avoided the worst-case
scenario in Greece, the crisis has entered a new and dangerous phase, and it doesn't end with Greece,” said Michelle
Gibley, director of international research at the Schwab Center
for Financial Research. The euro fell against the dollar, Spanish bond yields hit a new euro-era high above 7%, and European stocks ended 1.2% lower. The Dow closed down 0.2%, the
S&P rose 0.1%, and the Nasdaq gained 0.8%, lifted by a 2%
gain in Apple’s stock.

shortage, in the private sector according to its investment-flow
data. This figure represents a net position with lenders abroad
of -$2.4 trillion added by $4.8 trillion of U.S. financial assets
held by central banks and a subtraction of the $500 billion of
foreign assets held by the U.S. Private investors, banks and
companies are being crowded out of the money market by central banks rebuilding their foreign exchange reserves at the
fastest pace since 2004, effectively boosting demand for the
dollar.
According to data tables released by the Census Bureau in
the U.S., American net worth dropped 35% from 2005 to
2010, reflecting a drop in housing values and stock market
indices, according to Census economist Alfred Gottschalck.1
In Egypt, a military decree was issued late Sunday night
that gave generals power to make laws and decide who writes a new constitution. The country’s fiscal deficit has ballooned, leaving little
room for urgent structural reforms without financial support from foreign donors. A $3.2
billion emergency facility from the IMF is hanging in the balance as the organization awaits a
political consensus for economic reforms. The
outcome is uncertain, given the worsening
standoff between military and political forces.

Data published by the Bank of Spain today showed that more Spanish loans went
unpaid in April. Bad loans as a proportion of
total lending jumped to 8.72% in April, the
highest level since 1994, and €4.8 billion of
credit soured in the month.
The elections results, a sub-topic of the
more pressing battle in Europe against a debt
crisis, were surely a major topic of discussion at the G20 summit that started in Los
Cabos, Mexico. The two-day meeting was
meant to focus major leaders on prioritizing
growth and job creation despite a weakening
global economy. According to the World
Bank, the forecast for global growth in 2012 had to be lowered
by 2.5 percent. It “warned that developing countries faced a
long period of financial market volatility and weaker
growth.” It was also expected that G20 leaders would confirm
a doubling of the IMF’s firepower with an extra $430 billion
in loans.

The Russian government has earmarked around
$40 billion to bolster its economy against the
possible spreading of the euro crisis and it renewed a plan to recapitalize the nation’s banking system. It is planning a reserve mechanism
worth 500 billion rubles ($15.4 billion) for 2013 to finance its
anti-crises measures.
Market recap: Stocks finished mixed in lackluster trading as
ongoing worries over Spain, where yields on 10-year
notes pushed well past 7%, overshadowed results of Greece's
elections. Energy stocks were a heavy drag after oil prices fell to
a new multi-month low near $82 before recovering a bit. Advancers and decliners finished nearly even on the NYSE.

Morgan Stanley reported a more than $2 trillion dollar

Inside Phil Stock World Member Chat
Phil on Bonds – I agree the debt level seems unsustainable
but – look at Japan. They passed where we are 10 years ago
and people still give them money. Of course, they were
alone then with the rest of the World very strong. Now
we're all drowning and being the wettest guy in the pool
isn't such a good thing anymore. I think we will flat run out
of money to lend (on a Global basis) as debt expands more
and more so, unless the G20 prints like crazy (which one
would think causes inflation anyway and kills bonds) then
the demand for Dollars will force them to raise rates to
attract the scarce supply. Short-term, the Dollar gains value
and people investing in Bonds priced in a rising currency can
afford to take a rate cut but that doesn't last, shouldn't last
– won't last…

WFM making new highs at $95. They are a $17.5Bn grocery
store with $10Bn in sales and $340M in profits vs. SVU at
$900M with $36Bn in sales and a $1Bn loss. That's misleading though because SVU (forward p/e 3) pays out a $74M
dividends (7.7%) and has net negative $15M in Cash Flow
while WFM (p/e 33) pays out $25M in dividends (0.6%) and
has NEGATIVE $350M in Cash Flow. Now who sounds more
attractive?
SVU 2014 $3/5 bull call spread at .85, selling the $3
puts for .80 is .05 out of pocket and worst case is you
net into SVU at $3.05 (now $4.43) with a $1.95 upside
potential at $5.
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Technical Tuesday – 50 DMAs Will Grade Us Pass or FAIL!
Tuesday morning, ratings agency Fitch joined S&P in revising the outlook of India-based financial institutions and
assigning the lowest investment grade rating of BBB-. Included in the downgrade from Stable to Negative were six
government banks, two private banks, two wholly owned
government institutions, and one infrastructure finance company. The revised outlook was based on the close linkages
with the sovereign by virtue of their high exposure to domestic counterparties and holdings of domestic sovereign debt.

committed to driving down borrowing costs across the single
currency area. Officials said that Italy’s PM Mario Monti
raised the possibility of using the eurozone’s €440bn rescue
fund to buy peripheral bonds on the open market. Angela
Merkel was noncommittal about the idea but subsequent conversations showed a possible willingness to do more. While
no specific actions were mentioned, the group aims to cut
borrowing costs for countries such as Spain and Italy.
The Federal Reserve was feeling pressure to launch a new
round of monetary stimulus, an extension of Operation Twist,
to push down longer-term interest rates. The central bank
would sell bonds with maturities of three years or less and
use the proceeds to buy securities with maturities of six years
or longer. In theory, this would drive down interest rates on
the longer-term bonds, to which many other interest rates
such as mortgages are tied.

The ZEW Indicator of Economic Sentiment for Germany
decreased by 27.7 points to a level of -16.9 points, its worst
decline in 13 years. Likely factors in this sharp drop were the
worsening situation in Spain’s banking sector and uncertainty
regarding the outcome of Greece’s general election. The
ZEW indicator shows that Germany is feeling the effects of
the euro-zone slowdown, with investors expecting economic
conditions to deteriorate.
In the UK, inflation data could spark more quantitative easing (QE) by the Bank of England (BoE) should it undershoot
expectations. CPI is expected to hold at 3% in May, and
while a higher-than-expected number would bolster the
pound and reduce the likelihood of further monetary easing, a
weaker reading could produce the opposite reaction - more
QE. “There’s no doubt the downside risks have been increasing as we see Europe moving from one point of nonresolution of their problems to another point of nonresolution,” said South African Finance Minister Pravin
Gordhan in an interview at the G20 meeting, speaking of
risks of a further slowdown in his country and Africa’s biggest economy. The risks are intensifying for South Africa as
Europe fails to resolve its debt crisis, and Gordhan has already cut his forecast for economic growth this year to 2.7%
from 3.4%. Recession in Europe curbs exports from South
Africa, which exports about a third of its manufactured goods
to Europe.

Market recap: Stocks were in familiar Fed-rally mode as the central bank's two-day meeting begins, but slipped from earlier highs
following reports that a German official said there were no plans to
use the EU's rescue fund to buy bonds of troubled countries. The
euro topped $1.27, reaching its highest level vs. the dollar in nearly
a month. NYSE gainers led losers three to one.

According to a leaked communiqué from the summit, the
Euro-zone members of the G20 leading economies have

Inside Phil Stock World Member Chat
Member—To take the most obvious example, why can a government not print and re-build or refurbish every bridge, tunnel, highway, rail line, airport, and government building in the
country while giving 20% raises to every government
employee?
Phil – I certainly agree with you in terms of infrastructure. $2.2Tn worth of repairs are urgently needed and we
have 12M construction workers out of work. $400Bn a year
pays 8M people $50,0000 a year so 5 years of adding 8M jobs
and that money flows back through the economy (and 1/3
comes back as taxes anyway) so you would think, in the
scope of a country with a $3.1Tn budget that this would be
beyond a no-brainer. It's not like we can just NEVER fix
roads, bridges, tunnels, dams, the electric grid, aqueducts,

etc – one day they will completely break and then they will
be 10X more to fix anyway. Half the energy we put into the
electric grid is lost in transmission – that's 120M homes and
businesses with $500 average monthly bills for $720Bn a year
spent on electricity, which is also over 20M barrels a month
(2 days of imports) of oil. So upgrading the grid, estimated at
$500Bn, would save Americans $360Bn a year in energy costs
and cut our imports of oil by 10%. Who could possibly
against such a thing?
GT is at $11.55 and we like the Jan $10/12.50 bull
call spread at $1.20, selling the $10 puts for $1 for
net .20 on the $2.50 spread. We also like the
straight sale of the 2014 $10 calls for $2 for a net $8
entry (30% off the current price).
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Wild Wednesday – $500Bn or Bust!
Traders awoke to the unsurprising news Wednesday morning that the G20 summit ended with NO plan for dealing with
the Eurozone crisis and no plan for dealing with recently rising borrowing costs for Spain and Italy either.

don't get it from the Fed or, if it's not enough – we are very
likely to collapse.”
At 12:30 PM it was time for the Fed report, and Uncle Ben
disappointed. Despite citing slowing growth in employment,
continued elevation in the unemployment rate, slowing
household spending and depressed housing, the Fed merely
extended Operation Twist for six months, for a total of
$267B. The market reaction was initially muted, with most
indexes falling about a half point. The reaction could have
been muted by another report, released simultaneously
(quelle coïncidence?) that “European Council head Herman
Van Rompuy has prepared a blueprint of reform that will
include jointly issued short-term bills.” This report - a tweet
on Bloomberg- later proved to be false.

There were reports that fund managers were beginning to
bet against German debt as well.
A downbeat quarterly report from FDX, lowered guidance
from PG, and ADBE, and a slightly worse German PPI report, had investors cautiously optimistic that the Fed would
act at the end of its meeting on Wednesday. Despite the negatives, the markets were relatively quiet and opened flat both
in the US and Europe. Jan Hatzius, Chief Economist of Goldman Sachs, announced, “We would be quite surprised if
we saw no easing this week.”

The markets meandered while digesting the news and rumors out of Europe. ECB member Beniot Coeure said Eurozone's bailout funds should buy the sovereign debt of troubled EU states - the first time a top central bank policymaker
has publicly backed such a policy. “It's a mystery why the
EFSF was allowed almost a year ago to undertake (such
actions) and governments have not yet chosen to use that
possibility.”

Early in the day Antonis Samaras was sworn in as Greek
Prime Minister. Spanish bond yields dropped 28 bps. Rising
petroleum inventories pressured oil industry shares, with oil
dropping from $85 to $82. LCH Clearnet raised the margins
on Spanish debt,
and a spokesman
for the EC denied
reports in the British press of a plan
to deploy bailout
funds. European
shares closed higher, led by Spain
and Italy.

Stocks ended mixed with the Dow -0.1%, S&P -0.2%, and
the Nasdaq +0.02%. Oil closed at $81.90, an eight-month
low, after a surprise inventory rise.
“The weakness in the oil market is a warning,” according
to Josh Brown. He sees the weakness as a leading indicator.
As oil prices hit their lowest levels in almost two years, it's a
sign that global growth is facing some serious headwinds.

Nevertheless, inaction of the G20, combined with the
downbeat reports, caused Phil to call for cash at 9:37 AM in
all portfolios. “I don't know if you guys usually click on my
little links but this one was the most important of the day –
Don't be white people – GET OUT!!!! We are killing all
directional (unhedged) long positions in all of our portfolios – cash, Cash, CASH. That goes for the Income Portfolio
as well. We DID NOT get firm action from the G20 – if we

Market recap: Stocks ended mixed after the Fed chose to merely extend Operation Twist, holding off on more aggressive action.
The recent run-up in stocks had been fueled by QE3 hopes, but the
Fed saved some bullets and will wait for its next meeting in six
weeks. Crude oil closed at $81.90, an eight-month low, after a surprise inventory rise. NYSE losers led gainers seven to five.

Inside Phil Stock World Member Chat
Member—Frankly, after the premium I've pocketed, I wouldn't
mind being assigned and selling calls.
Phil—Nothing wrong with it but you have to set a line at which
point you will cover. It's all well and good to say you love all those
stocks but if the market drops 20% and they all go in the money –
can you afford to buy them all and double down? Don't forget
what a flash crash is! Also, taking profits (would have been nice
earlier) doesn't stop you from selling the puts again once you get
comfortable the sell-off is done. In fact, don't you make more
money if you buy back the BA $65 puts for $3.30 now and then sell
them again for $4.30 (where they were last week) rather than riding them out through the dip?
So, let's say you know those puts were $6.10 on June 4th, when
BA was at $66 but you don't care because you would love to net
into BA at $60 in any event. Well, that's nice but, since you are
ready, willing and able to lose $3 on the BA puts if we have a dip,

then it shouldn't bother you to buy some SDS Aug $15/17 bull call
spreads at .75, which pay about 200% if SDS goes from $16 now to
$17 (up 6.25%) which would be about a 3% drop in the S&P, which
is VERY likely if your BA puts get tripped.
So let's say you have $30,000 worth of puts that could go to
$60,000 if the market dives. You can buy $10,000 worth of the SDS
hedge (133) and, if the S&P drops more than 3%, you have $26,666
worth to put towards rolls or just taking losses. If SDS falls as the
S&P rises, you didn't cash out your short puts and you have
$30,000 coming to you and when the hedge drops to about $5,000
– you can sell $10,000 more puts (or just roll a few of the ones you
have to longer months) and use $5K of that to re-establish a new,
longer, lower SDS hedge.
Isn't that worth giving up 20% of your potential gains so that you
can sleep.
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Flip-Flopping Thursday – $267Bn from the Fed Not Enough!
Phil’s call for members to move to cash on Wednesday was
spot on as the S&P fell over 2% on Thursday to close near
1,325. The Dow Jones Industrial Average fell 250 points, its
second largest loss of the year. Poor economic data hinted of a
further global economic slowdown, giving control to the bears
right at the market open.

inherent to capital markets activities. However, they also
engage in other, often market leading business activities
that are central to Moody’s assessment of their credit
profiles. These activities can provide important ‘shock
absorbers’ that mitigate the potential volatility of capital
markets operations, but they also present unique risks
and challenges.”

The Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia’s general economic index fell to minus 16.6 in June from minus 5.8 in May
- that was its lowest level since August. A reading below zero
indicates contraction in the Northeast region’s manufacturing.
Economists had expected a reading of zero. The survey's indicators for general activity, new orders, shipments, and average
work hours were all negative this month, indicating overall
business declines. Meanwhile,
applications for unemployment
fell only 2,000 to 387,000 versus
expectations for 383,000 applications last week. Additionally, despite 30-year fixed mortgage rates
at a record-low of 3.67%, sales of
previously owned U.S. homes
declined in May by 1.5%, suggesting a sluggish recovery in residential real estate.

The downgrades are likely to force banks to raise more collateral to cover derivative positions and increase their borrowing costs as investors demand higher interest for riskier debt.
However, Moody’s had revealed it was considering downgrading credit ratings of major banks back in February, so the
downgrades may have been baked into stock prices. As reported by Boston Globe:
“The stock market has also priced in
any negative impact from the ratings
downgrades, according to Bert Ely, a
banking consultant in the Washington,
D.C. area. They've been telegraphing
this thing for months.”
Regarding the downgrades, Phil wrote:
“Moody's downgrade is in and, NO BIG
DEAL!! I know it. It was baked in.
We'll see in the morning as it may play
badly with the foreign folk, but I'll be setting FAS Money
back up if we take a big dip.”

The spotlight was also on
Moody’s Investors Service as it cut the credit rating of 15 of
the largest global banks after hours, claiming the banks are
vulnerable to “outsized losses.” Included in the credit rating
cuts were US financial institutions Bank of America,
Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, J.P. Morgan Chase, and Morgan
Stanley. Moody’s provided a negative outlook on each of these financial institutions as well. However, the cuts weren’t
limited to American banks as Moody’s also diced the ratings
of 9 European and Canadian banks.

The stock price of all 5 downgraded institutions rose in the
after hours session with Morgan Stanley leading the way up
over 3%.
Market recap: Stocks and commodities were whacked after a
morning burst of data painted a darkening picture of the U.S. economy, which triggered a Goldman short call, amid expectations of
ratings downgrades for several big banks - and all with no Fed riding to the rescue for now. Crude oil fell below $80 for the first time
this year; energy stocks were crushed. NYSE losers led winners
four to one.

Greg Bauer, Moody’s global banking manager stated:
“All of the banks affected by today’s actions have significant exposure to the volatility and risk of outsized losses

Inside Phil Stock World Member Chat
Phil—I see us taking the money and running because the
market can turn on a dime on intervention or even the rumor of intervention so adding $800 (locked in profits) to a
$25,000 portfolio in one day (3.2%) is not a bad way to utilize your cash – sure beats T-Bills. Meanwhile – I still don't
think they're going to let us fall back 5% without stepping in
but, then again, I can't believe they've sat on their hands so
far.
Phil—Well, we're coming to rest at the 2.5% line on the
NASDAQ and the NYSE and the RUT and the S&P and the 5%
rule says that's an indication of follow-through once we
break those lines – usually at least 50% more downside so
1.25% and if we get there without a bounce – then 0.625% is
the next move. If we pop right through and fall another

2.5% tomorrow – then we're in an accelerating decline that
could get incredibly nasty so let's hope it's not that.
Member— Frontier, Sprint and Verizon have been in their
own bull market of late ignoring the carnage around
them. How's the best way to play them? I'm thinking both S
and FTR are good for a double or triple.
Phil—I don't like S but I love FTR long-term. Still, if you look
at a 3-year weekly chart you'll see they are the top of a
downtrending channel so best to see if they can really break
$4 before spending money up here and then they'll still have
to deal with the declining 200 DMA at about $4.50.
Phil—Big Chart – What a lot of work going to waste but what
happens if we hold those 5% lines? CONSTRUCTIVELY BULLISH!!!
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TGIF – Hail to the Cash!
The market started off neutral having absorbed Moody's
bank downgrades the day before. But banking was still in the
front burner as Spain announced that its banking sector would
require between €16Bn and €62Bn (quite a fuzzy estimate) of
new capital by 2014. The eurozone had already set aside up to
€100Bn for that purpose, but the IMF criticized that because
the funds would be channeled through the Spanish state rather
than directly to the banks. This will increase Spain’s debt level to 90% of GDP.

worst days of 2012. Even some commodities showed gains
today after a very difficult week for that market. Oil lost close
to 5% for the week and gold, lost over 3%. Bespoke pointed
out that commodities are back to their 12 year average despite
the erosion of the dollar. It calculated that at today's prices,
the average family of four was seeing a $3,175 windfall from
lower commodity prices.
Overall, it was a better finish to the week than anticipated!
Phil was even prompted to call Friday’s action CONSTRUCTIVELY BULLISH!

Europe is in the midst of a confidence crisis. Italian consumer confidence fell to 85.3 in June which is the lowest level
in over 15 years and short of the expected reading. Confidence in the Monti government is in short supply. It is feared
that elections will be necessary before the end of the year.
The confidence problem was confirmed somewhat by a weak
reading of the German IFO Business Climate Index which
was at its lowest since 2010. This indicator combined with a
lower than expected ZEW and PMI indicators earlier this
week points toward a slowing economy in Germany.
Nomura's Richard Koo pointed the finger at Germany for
some of Europe's current problems. In his opinion, Germany
didn't react appropriately to what was a balance sheet recession starting in 2002. It eventually forced the ECB to lower
rates to prop up the German economy. The low rates led to an
ever increasing money supply, the most likely source of the
housing bubble in Southern Europe:
“European policymakers simply do not understand the
concept of balance sheet recessions. Inasmuch as many
continue to argue—whether out of ignorance or emotion—that the current gap in competitiveness is attributable to laziness in the southern European countries, I suspect a proper policy response is still far off.”

Market recap: A bank-led rally helped soothe stocks after the
market's second-worst day of the year. The ECB said it would
soon accept a wider range of collateral for loans, which boosted
the euro a bit but the dollar still ended with its best week in a
month. Yields on 10-year Treasuries rose to 1.67%. Crude
oil bounced 2% but lost 5%-plus for the week. NYSE gainers led
losers five to two.

The ECB is now widening the spectrum of collateral it will
accept, for example, BBB securities are now eligible.
Bad news was taken in stride in the US markets and stocks
remained in the green the entire day, following one of the

Inside Phil Stock World Member Chat
Member—You say "we assume AAPL should be over $600 and will
prove it in July" but then use the short July calls as the offset —
"selling 3 of the July $600s for $6.65 ($1,995)." Why sell calls that
might get assigned? Wouldn't it be better to sell puts?
Phil: 1) What if I'm wrong? This is what a hedge is for – I like to
assume I'm wrong and have an out if I am, in this case the out is
that the $600s expire worthless and the spreads hold some value. 2) A spread is not a static win/lose proposition. If I am right –
AAPL has to go up 5% before I even owe my callers their money
back. If I do owe them their money back, then 5 long spreads will
be worth $12,500 and all I have to do is pay back the $2,000 they
loaned me to buy it. In order for those 3 longs to cost me the net
$9,000 I'm gaining on a bull run, AAPL has to be over $630 – that's
higher than I expect and anything less than that is a winner PLUS, I
will of course roll the calls if that happens and the July $600s, now
$6.75, can be rolled to the Aug $640s ($6.55) and those can be

rolled to the Sept $670s ($6.20) so what I'm really betting is that
AAPL will go up but not higher than $670 (+$100 or about 20%)
and, of course, if they go that high, I can always roll the callers to 2x
something else and establish another bull call spread that pays me
a double if AAPL at least stays flat.
This is why starting at option calculators is bad for you – you need
to think about positions as STARTING POINTS – not something
you are locked into. As the stock moves, you can move too – you
are not trapped unless you allow yourself to be by not thinking 3
moves ahead (like chess). In any position you should KNOW what
you will do if the stock goes up 20%, down 20% or stays flat and
from each of those possibilities you should KNOW what you will
then do if the stock goes up 20%, down 20% or stays flat and only if
you are comfortable with your ability to handle all 9 3rd-level possibilities should you be committing anything more than an exploratory amount to a trade.
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Diagonals (Calendar Spreads) Strategy Overview (Part 2)
Strike positioning – To enhance return on investment, we
could choose an ATM strike. For example, in the Oracle example, the January 2013 $25 Call trades for around 4.50, lowering our initial investment. But they also have a lot more premium than the lower strike option, premium that has to be
paid for somehow. Our approach is to buy LEAPs around support areas. Looking at a long term chart of Oracle, we can see
that there is good support around $20 for example. Actually,
the stock remained above $15 even in during the turbulence of
2008. Buying strikes far above a natural support area could be
asking for trouble.

risk. As I mentioned above, no amount of premium selling can
make up for stock caught in a fast downtrend. Even the best
managed position will lose money in that scenario. On the
other hand, the capital at risk will be lower than if invested in
the underlying stock. In our Oracle example, if the stock were
to plunge to 15 overnight, the stockholder would be facing a
$10K loss while the LEAP holder only 2/3 of that. Not much
of a consolation though! This is why position sizing is also
important, as well as strike choices and timing! But were you
to choose to risk 10% of your portfolio on this strategy, using
10 underlying securities, each of the securities would only
make up 1% of your entire portfolio, a manageable risk! And
hedges are of course recommended using the proceeds from
the call sales!

Timing – It is almost impossible to pick tops and bottoms, but
we can still favor stocks that are on an uptrend rather than a
downtrend. Appreciation of the underlying LEAP is also part
of the profit picture. It is still possible to be profitable selling
premium against a stock going down, but as I mentioned
above, no amount of premium sold can make up for the type
of damage done in the market over the last 3 years! So, in this
case, we could choose to pick stocks whose 50 DMA crossed
above their 200 DMA, or any other indicator you like to use.
Once again, we are not concerned with perfect timing as this
strategy allows for price movement in either direction as long
as such moves are limited. Just as we have to be careful opening a position, we also need to try to time our exit. In some
cases, we could ride the LEAP to expiration, but in others,
we’ll have to cut our losses, especially in a volatile environment. The same indicator used for entries could be used for
timing exits. Timing also important when selling premium as
you want to avoid the earning periods for example. Higher
volatility leads to better premiums, but also higher risk!

Advantages and Disadvantages
The obvious advantage over covered calls is the amount of
capital needed. In general, only about 40% – it’s like creating
your own free margin (remember, margin as a price, your broker does not lend you money for free). Returns on investment
are also higher since the premium collected will be higher as
percentage of the capital invested. If things go well, you end
up with a free call that can be exercised against a higher
priced stock if ownership of the stock is desired.
On the other hand, even if the stock does not go to zero, you
could still lose the entire capital invested with nothing to show
for. No doubt a smaller loss than the stockholder relatively
speaking, but an absolute loss nonetheless. And if the stock
rises to quickly you could face additional transactions if the
short calls get exercised – remember, you don’t own the stock!
Or end up having to buy back expensive calls…

Profit targets – A good home run hitter will hit 40 a year, but
will also strike out 200 times! We would rather hit singles
every month and strike out rarely! Targeting around 5% a
month is the prudent approach. It is not as sexy as 10%, but it
is also less risky. Making 10% a month and wiping out once a
year is not an investment plan, it’s gambling!

Many will find this strategy boring. The biggest decisions
might be when to enter or close a trade! But boring is nice
sometimes! In addition, some stocks and indices trade weekly
options. If you need to trade more often to satisfy some need –
by all means pick one of them and sell options every week!
Commissions might eat into your margins, but well timed
sales could also enhance your profits.

Trade Adjustments
There will be months where we will need to adjust the trade
– rolling short calls lower to capture more premium or closing
the trade and capturing early profits. In our Oracle example,
suppose that over the next 30 days the stock rises to $26 for
example. We sold the 25 calls so by expiration, these calls
would be exercised, in this case and depending on timing and
indicators, it might make sense to collect our profits by closing the trade. In cases where the underlying stock would head
marginally lower (for example $24 in this case), we could also
roll the calls lower and try to collect more premium.

Example: On September 29, 2010, Oracle stock’s 50 DMA
crossed over the 200 DMA, giving us a bullish signal (I use
moving averages in this example for simplicity, but other indicators can be used). There is a lot of support around $20.00 so
we decide to purchase 10 January 2012 $20 calls as the anchor
for selling premium. These calls sell for $8.35 while the stock
sells for $27.17, so that is about $1.18 in premium. Since we
are bullish on Oracle, we will sell higher strike calls and sell
the November $28 calls that expire in 51 days for $0.66 wiping away half the premium. The initial investment is therefore
$7690 ($8.35 – $0.66 plus commission of course). Moving
forward to expiration day on November 19, the January 2012
calls are now worth $9.02 and the November calls only $0.15.
Our profit for these 51 days is $1180 or 15% of the original
investment.

The idea is not to day trade these positions as commission
could also eat into your profit margins, but we need to be nimble in order to sell as much premium as possible.
Managing Risk
Just like any other investment strategy, this one is not without
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The Week Ahead
July 4th holidays. It is possible we get a huge free money announcement next week or the week after from the EU but then we’ll have
months to play a proper rally but the Fed punted this week and it’s
going to be tough for the EU to carry the Global ball on their own.
The next chance for a major policy change will be the larger
meeting in Brussels next Thursday and Friday, with the leaders of all
27 European Union members present and an agenda that is supposed
to concentrate on “growth,” as opposed to simply the fiscal discipline
Germany insists on.
Also on the Brussels agenda will be measures to support European banks and their supervision, including ideas for a European-wide
federal deposit insurance program, to try to eliminate bank runs in
troubled countries like Greece and Spain but we’ve seen how long
$125Bn lasted Spain (about 24 hours before rates shot up again) so it
will take more than a few words to really restore confidence.
Until then, as the great WOPR once said:
“Sometimes the only winning move is not to play…”

By Phil
Cash is certainly king!
We took a bullish flyer on QQQ weekly $63 calls at .75 on
Thursday and kept them into the weekend but only because they fell
short of our .90 goal for cashing out on Friday—not exactly a ringing
endorsement but we’d hate to miss ALL the fun if the “fix” Europe
over the weekend.
We also added back some bullish positions to FAS Money and
our Income Portfolio - with those picks coming from our Twice in a
Lifetime list and AAPL seems a bit undervalued so we looked at a
couple of nice earnings plays on them on Friday afternoon.
It’s all about Europe again next week and we don’t like have our
investments driven by rumors from overseas as it’s hard enough figuring out what’s true and what’s BS in our own country. Being in
cash let’s us take advantage of little runs without being overcommitted in either direction but, on the whole, it’s a good time to
take that vacation you’ve been putting off as it’s going to be hard to
get a proper resolution one way or the other between now and the
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Biotech Corner
Courtesy of Pharmboy

CELG - The company took a hit on Thursday
with the Company's Revlimid's, a front line and
maintenance therapy for multiple myeloma,
applications from Europe being withdrawn. I
wrote a long article here about Celgene, and I
like the company for a long term hold. Buying
the January 2013 $50/$55 bull call spread, and
selling the January $45 puts for $0.35 credit.
This credit puts the buyer in a $5 spread that is
100% in the money. Or just sell the 45 puts for
$3.95 for $480 in margin in a regular account.

Note: The material presented in this commentary is provided for informational purposes only and is based upon information that is considered
to be reliable. However, neither Philstockworld, LLC (PSW) nor its affiliates warrant its completeness, accuracy or adequacy and it should not be
relied upon as such. Neither PSW nor its affiliates are responsible for any
errors or omissions or for results obtained from the use of this information. Past performance, including the tracking of virtual trades and
portfolios for educational purposes, is not necessarily indicative of future
results. Neither Phil, Optrader, Pharmboy or anyone related to PSW is a
registered financial adviser and they may hold positions in the stocks mentioned, which may change at any time without notice. Do not buy or sell
based on anything that is written here, the risk of loss in trading is great.

This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or
sale of any security or other financial instrument. Securities or other financial instruments mentioned in this material are not suitable for all investors. Any opinions expressed herein are given in good faith, are subject
to change without notice, and are only intended at the moment of their
issue as conditions quickly change. The information contained herein does
not constitute advice on the tax consequences of making any particular
investment decision. This material does not take into account your particular investment objectives, financial situations or needs and is not intended as a recommendation to you of any particular securities, financial instruments or strategies. Before investing, you should consider whether it
is suitable for your particular circumstances and, as necessary, seek professional advice.
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